Charting the Course

N

ow that instruments are calibrated, you should be ready to start making your map. The map
metaphor is particularly useful in this section as it explores identifying where you want to

go and how you’re going to get there. And importantly, it explains how you’re going to talk to
people about your trip when it’s all said and done.
There are many ways of evaluating a project, from hiring a professional external evaluator, collaborating with a university researcher, or simply documenting and measuring a process.
Unfortunately, even though there is an increasing amount of pressure to represent outcomes of
public engagement, there are typically no additional resources available for evaluation. But there
are ways of identifying and measuring value that can be meaningful for hitting internal metrics
of quality assurance as well as communicating with the public in the all important feedback loop
discussed above.

Drawing the Roadmap

T

he first thing to do when starting a new public engagement project in government is to
consider your goals, objectives and where you want to end up (i.e. getting input into policy,

building support to empower underrepresented communities, etc.). The next step is locating
where you are currently, and then, of course, how you want to get to your destination.
Determining your route is essential. While many of us have become dependent on algorithmic mapping, where Google simply spits out the most efficient way of getting to our destination, in public engagement, the experience and reflection of the route is absolutely essential.
Charting your course towards public engagement should include meaningful stops along the
way, landmarks that will allow you to take stock of your progress and perhaps reassess how you
want to get to your destination.
The next several sections are meant to help you fill out the roadmap (Appendix xx). The
roadmap should be printed and hung in a prominent location and used as a reminder of your
destination and how you’re going to get there.
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IMPACT

PROJECT

ROUTE

GOAL

(Method)

Master plan of city

Town Hall Meetings

Inform, Consult

Data collection on

sensors placed with-

inform

use of busy street

in street furniture

corner

and street lights to

(Inform, Consult,
Involve, Empower)

neighborhood

measure pedestrian
use patterns.
Encourage peo-

Appoint health am-

Inform, consult,

ple to invest in the

bassadors that can

Involve, empower

health and wellness

work with people in

of their communities

accessing and using
health care

Table 6: Mapping Project Goals with Methods and Impact
Figure ____: Public
Engagement Roadmap
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
Engagement is not linear. It’s important to
have a map in front of you. Too often, people
get lost in the details of public engagement and
lose sight of the larger goals.

Destination and Landmarks

Y

our destination is where you want to go. In public engagement projects, this isn’t always
that easy to identify. It is easy to conflate the policy or service delivery goals (i.e. create new

affordable housing policies in the city or craft better ways of delivering primary care to residents)
with the engagement destination (i.e. effectively enable voice and listen to communities or empower communities to identify useful services relevant to their needs). While policy and service
delivery should always be the backdrop for engagement, it is imperative that public engagement
is treated separately and considered carefully.
The best way to achieve this is by mapping not only destinations (i.e. co-produced policy) but landmarks (i.e. enhanced attention to local events, increased responsiveness to debates
discussed on online forums, etc.). In traditional evaluation processes, outcomes are documented
in what’s called a “logic model” and they’re described as short term, intermediate term, and long
term. The objective of a logic model is to map particular activities to their desired outcomes at
various stages of a process. This can be a useful exercise, but it tends to be very linear in orientation - one activity leads to one outcome, which leads to another outcome, and so on. In the
world of public engagement, things are rarely so linear or logical. A roadmap (think of the paper
fold-out kind) shows how things connect and suggests multiple ways to get from point A to point
B.
Landmarks are clarifying sites that help you understand that you’re making progress towards your destination. They should be understood as things along the way, but they don’t need
to provide direct access to the destination. The most important thing about landmarks is that
someone, somehow, identified them as important and placed them on the map. It is, of course,
important to consider the kind of process you are adopting, and the kinds of tools you are deploying (See figure xx). Ideally, identifying landmarks happens at the beginning of a project to help
you know where you’re going, to help you talk about the journey, and to help others reproduce
the route in future engagement projects.
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
Plan a course. Articulate your destination and
identify at least three landmarks along the way. Landmarks
should factor in resources and time required to accomplish
them.
Identify your starting location. What are the current
conditions? What is your current budget and deadline, if
any? State the problem.
Landmarks do not need to provide direct access to
your destination; sometimes you drive out of your way to
see something, and those are the most meaningful parts of
a trip.

Feedback

N

ow that you have a map, filled with landmarks, you have to figure out how you know you’re
making progress towards your destination. What kind of data can you collect and how do

you make sense of it? (These are the feedback loop spaces on the map.) In public engagement
work, the landmarks are often nebulous. You’re looking for changes in attitudes, increases in
the amount and kind of attention paid to a topic, participation in events, specific online actions
(retweets, likes, etc.), the quality of stories told, and the list goes on. So how do you identify
what’s important?
Even though you set out with good intentions to measure what’s important, often reality
gets inverted, and you start to think only that which is measurable is important. It’s good to recognize this bias early on in order to correct for it. Once you’ve done that, you can figure out how
to make sense of it all.
Start with your destination and work backwards to all the places you’ll have to pass
through before you get there. For example, in order to accomplish a change in policy, you have
to generate greater attention to the topic that can lead to an increase in social media activity
about the topic, high-level influencers talking about the topic, and perhaps an increase in people
attending related events. Once you have these things identified (in no particular order), then start
to think about metrics. Are there things you can count? Do you have the tools you need to count
them? If not, can you get them?
If there is nothing to count, is there something to describe? Have the quality or style of
images people are using in online conversations changed? How do you know? Are more people
showing up to meetings? Are meeting organizers describing their process more clearly? Are com-
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munities using the resources you’ve made available to them?

In addition to the things you can count and describe, can you create opportunities for
more feedback? That is, if one of your landmarks is a change in people’s attitude about a topic,
can you ask people questions? Can you circulate a survey online? Can you distribute a paper
survey? If so, what kinds of questions will you ask to gain insight on people’s attitudes?
The key is to define the landmark and then figure out how you will describe it.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
Metrics matter. With

There are many ways to

each landmark on your

see the landscape. Con-

map, determine how

sider all mechanisms for

you’re going to measure

collecting data, including

progress towards reaching

online and paper surveys,

it. Does the data exist?

interviews, or online met-

Will you have to make it?

rics (i.e. Google analytics)

Don’t wait until
the end to analyze
your data. You
should be narrativizing and evaluating
your data throughout a process.

Coming to Terms with Failures

A

runaway success in public engagement is difficult to achieve. You’re likely not going to
achieve 100 percent buy-in or remove all structural barriers to participation. Whatever pro-

cess you choose may not always be accessible or available for some people, and at worst, it may
alienate others. For this reason, it is even more important to measure progress towards landmarks
and not be concerned with only reaching your destination. Even if you fail to get to your destination, there are always places along the way you successfully reach. Understanding this is import-

17
Cooperrider, D., &
Sekerka, L. E. (2006). Toward a theory of positive
organizational change. In
Joan V. Gallos (Ed.), Organization Development: A
Jossey-Bass Reader. San
Francisco, CA: John Wiley
& Sons

ant not only for the project you’re working on but for the potential success of all the projects that
will come after yours.
This idea of landmarks builds off the study and method of systemic organizational change
called “appreciative inquiry,”17 which sets out to build constructive pathways, not diagnostic results, from evaluation. In public engagement work, the only appropriate description of failure is
when it describes a lack of productivity and inability to deliver. But even then, failure is rarely total
or catastrophic. If a project fails to reach its destination, it likely accomplished something along
the way and through important landmarks. This is why, outside of outcomes evaluation, it is important to describe landmarks in detail and to put them in the context of systemic change. And if
you failed to reach a landmark or got completely off track towards your destination, then use this
occurrence as an opportunity to explain what happened and how you might be able to prevent it
in the future. Remember, public participation work is iterative. It’s not about the destination, but
about improving and learning from the journey
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
Reframe failure in terms of appreciative

Document process. In what ways can

inquiry by considering failure as an oppor-

failure to reach a landmark translate into

tunity to learn and surface useful informa-

lessons learned? Documenting failures

tion for future iterations. Failures should

actually produces additional value, and may

be small, cheap, and temporary. Often

even have a bigger impact than immediate

burnout can be mistaken for failure.

success.

Identifying Value

V

alue is a slippery thing. While the value of achieving the goal of the project may be clear, the
value of the individual outcomes, or landmarks, are less clear. So who cares that people are

paying more attention to a particular topic? Who cares that more people are attending events?
The answer is, people care for different reasons, and that should be captured in your process.
Creating a bigger Facebook following, for example, may not only have value for the project and
its goals but also for government by building capacity and support for future projects. And while
more creative use of social media has value for the project, it also can motivate participants to
care about what they’re doing, build social networks, and make them feel more empowered to
address community-wide concerns.
Part of what it means to effectively identify the value of a project is to consider the motivations and rewards for every person involved, from decision-makers to supporters and staff. How
does arriving at a particular landmark motivate diverse participants and address their interests,
especially underrepresented individuals or groups? Often, these things can’t be figured out at
the beginning of a project, as stakeholders or particular value propositions will inevitably emerge
throughout a project. The best approach is to keep landmarks flexible and understand that they
may increase or decrease in value as you talk to more people and gain a deeper understanding
of their motivations. Remember, you’re not making a logic model as there is nothing linear about
a public engagement project. You should be able to add and subtract landmarks and their connections to one another throughout a project.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
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Clear statements of value and defined

Communicate value in public reports.

outcomes are important to manage ex-

This may need to include numbers and

pectations of funders and communities.

goals/outcomes for transparency.

Documentation

D

on’t document everything, but document everything you can. Get in the habit of writing stuff
down and organizing your documentation. If you can’t count it, describe it. Try to explain

what’s happening or what your thoughts are on why someone said what they said. Impact is 20
percent evidence and 80 percent storytelling. So encourage people to tell stories and then
figure out how to record them. Public engagement processes are
affective; they are experiential. People engage in them because
they care, but more importantly, they care because they’ve engaged in them. Capturing this sentiment is not science, it’s art,
and it requires attentiveness and deep reflection. Make sure that
someone on your team can spend the appropriate amount of

“People engage in
them because they
care, but more
importantly, they care
because they’ve
engaged in them.”

time doing this work.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
Document whenever possible
and use thick description to

The archive is the raw material of history. It’s not
just about archiving what’s important, but archiving so

capture nuances and details.

things can become important.

Cultivate a spirit of project ethnography throughout the team.

Process can be an
outcome.

Conduct interviews or focus groups where
possible to get more feedback. If there is time
available, diaries are a useful tool for tracking
findings and insights.
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Counting in Context
Numbers matter. People tend to believe them when they see them. While that’s great, it can also
be a problem. When you count things, you have to be aware of the context in which you’re counting. When reporting on participants in an online campaign, there is often an expectation that it
happen at the scale of the Internet. In other words, a local campaign online should reach millions,
because it can. Of course, sharing cat videos is different than sharing news of a community event.
Understanding this difference is key. Describe the context in which people get online, why they
would gravitate to this particular campaign, and what kind of actions can be reasonably expected
as a result of the campaign.
All participation is not equal. Liking something online is different than commenting on
something. And commenting on something is different than creating and sharing something.
Likewise attending a meeting is different than attending a block party or writing your representative. It’s important to understand not just what platforms people are using to participate, but the
quality of interactions taking place in those platforms. Depending on your landmarks, discussion
may be more valuable than transactions. Make sure this is clear at the outset.
Communication is complicated. In any given conversation, there might be humor, sarcasm, hostility, love. Understanding a range of responses that result from engaging in public
process is key. You can gain deeper insight by looking closely at individual contributions or by
talking to people and asking them about their motivations. Remember, every story you get from
someone is part of the overall story you need to tell about your project.
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
Put effort into marketing and spreading your

Identify things that are count-

message. Just because actions take place online

able. It is equally important to

does not mean that they occur at the “scale of the

understand that the same number

Internet.” In other words, you don’t have to reach

can mean vastly different things in

1 million people for online engagements to be

different contexts.

Discussion is more valuable than statements. Replies and comments can say
more than lone posts. Look
for sentiment, emotion, and

effective.

Meaningful
action is about
relationships
not transac-

counter narratives.

Recognize barriers to participation and
use that to define the value of action.

tions.

Consider the motivation
of the user/community.
Recognize the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations. Paying someone
to participate may not be as
meaningful as self motivated
participation.

Engagement Modalities

T

here is no shortage of strategies for creating effective co-production processes in government. The goal is to find the right technology and method that creates a communication

system that both enables voices and facilitates listening. Below is a number of engagement modalities18 you can consider deploying. Each has its own affordances and weaknesses and is best
applied in specific circumstances. When designing public engagement processes, it is important

18
Learn more about
civic media approaches in
Civic Media: Technology,
Design, Practice by Eric
Gordon and Paul Mihailidis (MIT Press, 2016) and
www.civicmediaproject.
org

to understand a range of possible methods and choose the one that is most appropriate to help
you reach your destination.
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MODALITY
Data Literacy

DESCRIPTION

The skills and knowledge needed to use

EXAMPLE
PROJECTS
Data Therapy

and access data to enable inclusive public engagement
City Digits: Local
Lotto

Design Thinking

Design-thinking is a participatory, and

The Participatory

problem-based approach involving ex-

Budgeting Project

perimentation and testing.

(PBP

The Market Street
Prototyping Festival

Face-to-face

Face-to-face methods are opportunities

Marketplace

for meaningful learning, connection, and

Nights

dialogue to build trust and relationships.

Online

Deliberation

Deliberation is a generative exchange of

Next Door

ideas that can occur in digital spaces such
as forums, platforms, and apps.
Community Plan It
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DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

Researcher Rahul Bhargava supports community organizations in

Government can take an active role as an

data visualization and presentation through workshops, webi-

aggregator of big data in supporting an

nars, and writing for creative data stories.

informed citizenry. Creating data visualizations, opening data sets, and facilitat-

In 2013, high school STEM students investigated the social

ing data literacy workshops are all ways

implications of state lotteries by interviewing their neighbors,

government can engage through infor-

analyzing citywide data, and using their findings to weigh the

mation-sharing.

inequalities and benefits of the system
Participants select budget delegates who are tasked with re-

Cities can plan a variety of creative

searching community needs and submitting community project

engagement activities that encourage

proposals for residents to vote on. More than $80 million have

ideation, such as design charrettes, game

been allocated through this process on capitol city projects in

play, art festivals, and hackathons or de-

over 10 cities.

sign days.

In response to feedback from citizens for a more vibrant and
positive experience on Market Street, San Francisco organizes
an annual festival for interactive artistic installations that are
used to reimagine public spaces.
Marketplace nights have a ritualized structure for neighborhood

Face-to-face methods include town hall

exchange circles facilitated by Bill Trayvnor. Participants can

meetings, community workshops, am-

make offers, requests, or announcements to broker exchanges.

bassador programs, leadership trainings,

Advice, gifts, and favors are frequently shared. Popular, regular

community liaison opportunities, steering

marketplace nights have seen the exchange of thousands of

committees, clubs, affinity groups, and

dollars worth of valuable stuff, information, advice, tips, wisdom

many more.

and favors.
Next Door is a social network for neighborhoods to share local

City governments can invest in digital

announcements and requests.

engagement strategies that allow for
meaningful conversations to occur. These

Community Plan It is an online deliberation game focused on

tactics include virtual townhalls, Twitter

community planning. Over the course of a month, participants

chats, and social media campaigns as

answer trivia and discussion questions while communicating

well as polls.

through a forum to debate planning ideas and compete for
prizes.
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MODALITY
Play

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLE
PROJECTS

Play is any activity where the means are

Boston Coastline:

more valuable than the ends. Play sug-

Future Past

gests discovery, learning, and exploration.
Race to the White
House

Sensing

A “sensor” can be broadly defined as

Array of Things

any node of interaction in an environment that collects data and connects to a
network.

Storytelling

Storycorps

Your Story Goes
Here
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DESCRIPTION

APPLICABILITY

This interactive art performance that entailed walking through

Play is not about motivating or incentiv-

the City of Boston to imagine how climate change will impact

izing people to do things, but it’s about

the City’s social and physical landscape.

providing the space for learning and
interaction. Play can be encouraged

Over the course of a summer, youth played this treasure-hunt

through games, interactive displays,

inspired game for civic learning and navigated a specific set

meme-inspired social media campaigns,

of GPS coordinates. Upon attempting to find geocaches (con-

among other tactics.

tainers) hidden at that locations, youth learned about electoral
topics.
The City of Chicago has launched an initiative of technologies

Governments can explore how to lever-

and programs to provide real-time, location-based data about

age the Internet of Things (IoT) for mean-

the city’s environment, infrastructure and activity to researchers

ingfully interpreting data from sources

and the public. It encourages collaborations between experts,

such as traffic lights and GPS on munic-

researchers, lay people to take specific actions to address urban

ipal busses. For instance, governments

issues like transportation and climate change.

can help people deploy sensors for citizen science and hacking projects.

By enabling people to tell and record stories, Storycorps en-

From public rallies to immersive virtual

lists the activity of storytelling (not the content of the stories) to

reality documentaries, government can

engage publics. A small percentage of these stories are broad-

facilitate storytelling to garner and sustain

cast on National Public Radio, but Storycorps maintains a much

interest in a topic. For any public engage-

larger archive of stories.

ment process, governments should consider face-to-face and online platforms

This online digital media teaching kit is created to help people

for people to tell their stories.

craft, share, publish and ultimately discuss their stories about
cities, places and people - building confidence and capacity
for non-professional citizen planners. The framework introduces
concepts like physical and critical site audits, effective storytelling through language, keywords, and animation as well as
platforms for publishing stories.
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Going Places

P

ublic institutions are struggling for legitimacy. Ours is a moment defined by a technological
shift that is producing massive amounts of digital data and increased demand to produce

more of it. As a result, there is an increased expectation of transparency, and real need for public institutions to “open up” and become more responsive. This is why there has been such an
emphasis on increasing public participation and instantiating community engagement efforts in
cities: it’s not just because it’s the right thing to do, but also a veritable necessity for institutions
to weather major technological, social, and cultural changes.
We can understand this moment as being comprised of two opposing forces: on one
hand, an extraordinary bounty of data and the compulsion to create smarter and better analytics for more efficient and responsive institutions, and on the other hand, deep and resounding
community connections, rising of oppositional voices (i.e. Black Lives Matter, Occupy Wall Street,
etc.), and people-centered processes. As a result, cities and town in the United States have been
grappling with the demand for increased technological efficiency and transparency, just as they
have been struggling to make institutions “more human,” “more relatable,” more meaningfully
inefficient.
But here’s the problem: the institutional language of engagement has been defined by
its measurement: chief engagement officers in corporations are measuring milliseconds on web
pages, and clicks on ads, and not relations among people. This is disproportionately influencing
the values of democracy and the responsibility of public institutions to protect them. Too often,
when government talks about engagement, it is talking about those things that are measurable,
but it is providing mandates to employees imbued with ambiguity. Departments are rewarded
for quantifiable efficiency, not relationships. Just because something is called engagement, this
fundamental truth won’t change.
This document is informed by the work of teams in five cities: Atlanta, Albuquerque,
Baltimore, New Orleans and Seattle. Each of their efforts reflects a tension between the mandate
for measurable public engagement, on one hand, and meaningful relationships on the other.
Ultimately, each produced a bit of both: numbers to recount and relationships fostered and nurtured by local government that have the potential for lasting, but likely immeasurable, impact on
people. While both of these things matter, chances are any given department is going to focus
on increased efficiency and measurability, while downplaying relation and meaning-making.
At the end of the day, who is going to care about government? How do you get people
to care about the services that government provides? How do you get people to care about the
health outcomes in their neighborhoods? How do you get people to care about ensuring accessible, high-quality public education? These are the questions that matter. What is laid out in this
document is a roadmap to caring. When government talks about civic engagement, it should
really be talking about caring.
But let me take it one step further. When someone cares about something, they make a
decision to be attentive to that thing. But “caring about” is one end of what we might call a spectrum of caring. On the other end, there is “caring for,” when, as described by philosopher Nel
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Noddings, “what we do depends not upon rules, or at least not wholly on rules--not upon a prior

determination of what is fair or equitable--but upon a constellation of conditions that is viewed
through both the eyes of the one-caring and the eyes of the cared-for.”19 In short, caring-for is
relational. When one cares for another, the outcomes of an encounter are not predetermined, but
arise through relation. If government is truly to adopt an ethic that is inclusive and responsive, it

19
Nel Noddings, Caring:
A Relational Approach to
Ethics and Moral Education, Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2013,
p. 12.

needs to be cautious of the language of engagement, which implies attentiveness, but also, as
it is used so commonly in the private sector, a kind of captivity. To engage customers is to grab
them, to assimilate them into a system, and make them compliant. In the public sector, the goal
should be to care for communities, and to nurture outcomes based on relations, not pre-conceived ideals. There is a reciprocity that is important to achieve - if government in the American
ideal is of the people and for the people, then the challenge of government institutions is to develop programs, services, and opportunities for people to “care for” and feel “cared about” by
the people.
This is caring for civics. I mean this in two ways: First, civic life, and the public institutions
that mediate it, is in transition. It is going to require organizational and thought leadership to care
for it. And there is need to think beyond engagement as a matter of market efficiency. Second,
we need to instantiate a “caring-for” civics. This is an approach to civic life that is fundamentally
relational, where public institutions create value systems and metrics that support long term relationship building in addition to short term attention. If we consider the work of government as
operating within this spectrum of caring, from caring about to caring for, then we can better understand the tensions presented by our particular moment. It is important that people care about
government and their community; it is more important that people care for their communities,
where their attention is transformed into responsibility and connection. Caring for civics is the
guiding value for 21st century governance.

Pull Quote
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